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Rereading today what the political leaders said in the immediate wake of the economic 
and social crisis in 2008, you could be forgiven for thinking you were dreaming. The 
priority, once the crisis had hit, was, according to French President Sarkozy (2008), 
to rebuild capitalism ‘on new foundations’ because ‘the notion that markets always 
know best was quite insane’. It was necessary, claimed Commission President Barroso 

the stability and growth pact’. Above all, he argued, it was essential to avoid all risk of 
recession and, to that end, to boost demand, in particular in those countries that ‘had 
room for manoeuvre’ and which ‘should use it’. The priority according to US Repub-

market including ‘carelessness, corruption and unbridled greed’. Barroso was of the 
-

tion or supervision’ because it was time for ‘transparency, cross-border supervision, 

-
tense pressure on the legislature to block or to water down any attempt at regulation 

political discourse, meanwhile, has completely changed its tack. It is now a question, 
-
-
-

nancial viability of banks’ thanks to recapitalization amounting to hundreds of billions 
of euros. As to the member state governments, they are urged by the European Coun-

of pension, wage formation, unemployment and health care systems’, because, says 

model is ‘obsolete’. Thanks to these reforms, governments will be able, says the Council 

capitalism judged non-compliant with the demands of democracy to a democracy 
-

ance and social models are to be tailored, from now on, to investors’ needs. The solu-
tions to a situation that was diagnosed – and correctly so – as a crisis of the banking 

-
-

den’ represented by social security, to get rid of labour market ‘rigidities’, and so forth.

-
struments used to effect the paradigm shift that has just been described but to conduct 

remind readers, by way of introduction, that it is political choices that have led the Eu-

the institutions and structural instruments that have been devised and put in place by 

edition of Benchmarking Working Europe -
ond instance, by a path of divergence, which is the logical and ongoing consequence of 
the growth in inequality. The divergence affects, as shown by this publication, not only 
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in the space of four years, from a 
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democracy to a democracy judged 

non-compliant with the demands of 
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its different areas (eurozone core, eurozone periphery, non-eurozone countries, etc.) 

elderly workers) and the stance able to be adopted by the social partners (depending 
on whether or not the country is subject to an adjustment programme). 

Austerity, recession, an increase in socio-economic divergence and non-negoti-
ated structural reforms are the ingredients that produce the various currently emerg-
ing forms of anti-European populism. While trust in the EU has plummeted in public 

increasing numbers of Europeans thus clearly believe that they have nothing to gain 
from EU membership, euroscepticism is becoming stronger and is gaining ground al-
most everywhere. While such scepticism undoubtedly represents a perfectly legitimate 
opinion in a democracy, it starts to become problematic when it is accompanied by a 

-
ing that these forms of neo-populism are to be vigorously combated, it is necessary, at 
the same time, to point to the blindness of a large majority of leaders who allow them-

the urgency of ‘structural reforms’ and the presentation as an indispensable prereq-
uisite for growth of the need for national democracies to become compliant with the 
markets. Such blindness, what is more, goes hand in hand with a loss of memory about 

The rest of this introductory chapter is structured around the following sequence 
of observations: 

–
–
– such divergence fuels an acute sense of social injustice among the increasingly 

numerous ‘collateral’ victims of the crisis (young job-seekers, workers who have 

– no project intended to foster European unity, that is founded on such feelings, 
can prove enduring. 

We will close this introduction by recalling the purpose of European integration, 
which is a project for socio-economic convergence and not competitive divergence. 
Such convergence is the outcome of political will and effort and not a mechanical con-

indicate the weight of responsibility currently on the shoulders of European political 
-

coming increasingly entrenched in the new European economic governance.

1. Austerity fuels recession
The discourse concerning the need for austerity bases its main argument on the sup-

-

takes inspiration also from the analogy between managing a household and managing 
a state: we should not be ‘making our children pay the price’ of the debts contracted 
by ‘irresponsible leaders’ but should behave, on the contrary, as ‘responsible heads of 

indebtedness of states?). The analogy is, however, a sophism, for a household, unlike a 
state, comes into being for a period that is, in the nature of things, essentially limited, 
and this factor entails differences in behaviour in terms of, in particular, savings and 
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‘Such blindness, what is more, 

goes hand in hand with a loss of 

memory about the political purpose 

underlying the pursuit of European 

integration in the first place.‘
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investment. The sophism thus presents as a matter of basic common sense an argu-
ment that is, in actual fact, ideological.

-

were guilty of infringing the rules of the stability and growth pact in relation to public 

logic of drawing from it the general policy conclusion that there is a need to introduce 
austerity programmes throughout Europe, including in countries like Spain and Ire-
land that were star pupils of the stability and growth pact? Why is it, what is more, that 
this argument was not brought into play in the early days of economic and monetary 

The second error relates to the economic diagnosis: the budgetary question 
-

lated over many years’ according to German chancellor Angela Merkel (Le Monde et 
al.

could no longer be kept under control. What we see in actual fact is that during the last 

of major government debt crisis. Democracies are capable of reacting against increas-

crisis, amounted to around 66% of gross domestic product? The level of indebtedness 
was, in actual fact, to become unsustainable only when it became necessary to social-

has quite correctly pointed out that the European governments were not overspend-
ing before the crisis but that they found it necessary to get into debt in order to rescue 
their banks and prevent economic collapse. As has also been stated by Martin Wolf 

lenders from the eurozone core, played an even more important role’.

-
fore stand up to analysis. Yet his argument underpins the whole approach adopted for 

veritable snail’s pace and is becoming less ambitious by the day under pressure from 
the banking lobby. It would appear that this argument is, in actual fact, being used 

with a responsible form of stringent discipline but with outright austerity, with a gruel-
-
-

edented attack on the European social model – or what remains of it – in particular 
in the countries currently governed by memorandum. All aspects of enlightened social 
governance have been brought under this stringency regime: wages, collective bargain-

In spite of numerous warnings, the elite that governs Europe still refuses to see 
that this enterprise of dismantling the social model has the conjoined effect of placing 
a long-term brake on growth, principally on account of the inevitable collapse in do-

‘The argument based on the claim 

of European budgetary laxness does 

not therefore stand up to analysis. 

Yet his argument underpins the 

whole approach adopted for 

forging the instruments of the new 

European economic governance.‘
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-
petitiveness practices that make it the European bridgehead of the North American 
multinationals. As numerous political leaders have indeed pointed out, the European 

-
erbated by their obsession with austerity.

Today, there is a growing consensus among economists and within international 
organisations that the concerted imposition of austerity plans at an utterly unsustain-

economic models (Blanchard et al.
rather than remedying, the public debt crisis, on account of the denominator effect – 
when GDP diminishes, the debt as a percentage of GDP increases arithmetically – and 

is ‘lost’. According to a study by the European Foundation for the Improvement of 

-

can there be than this that Europe is seeking its salvation by adjusting its economic and 
social governance to the demands of investors?

2. Recession and adjustment policies  
exacerbate the divergence

Benchmarking Working Europe, 
the result of the crisis and of the policies implemented over almost four years is ever 

national social actors.

In the Nordic countries, which were less deeply affected by the crisis, wages and 
collective bargaining systems have remained relatively stable, though it has indeed 
been possible to observe a trend towards decentralization of collective bargaining and 

arisen in these countries (see chapter 7). In the new member states, trends have been 
particularly uneven. In some countries, such as Poland or Bulgaria, wages have risen 

how very low they were to start with. In other countries, such as Lithuania or Estonia, 
they have, on the contrary, fallen steeply. All in all, however, in these ‘new’ member 

-
ly fragmented and decentralized collective bargaining systems.
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‘...the situation into which the 

economy of the Old Continent was 

plunged by financial capitalism 

has only been exacerbated by their 

obsession with austerity.‘

‘What clearer statement can there 

be than this that Europe is seeking 

its salvation by adjusting its 

economic and social governance to 

the demands of investors?‘
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Another group of countries is of course those currently subject to adjustment 
programmes – namely, Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Romania – together with Spain and 
Italy. It is in these countries that attacks on collective bargaining systems have been 

institutions. Direct political interventions have led to a generalized reduction in wages, 
a dismantling of collective bargaining and wage formation institutions (with the appar-

These developments have served, in particular, to lead the countries of the south 
to converge – but it is a case here of downward convergence – with the countries of 
central and eastern Europe in terms of income, collective bargaining systems and so-
cial cohesion. The result is a proliferation of new fault lines between old and new mem-
ber states, between countries of the south and countries of the east, between the euro-
zone core and its periphery, between lending countries and borrowing countries, etc.

The divergence that appears the most clearly, however, is that between the heart 
of the eurozone and this periphery, consisting of the countries of southern and eastern 
Europe, that is described by some observers as becoming increasingly ‘Chinese’. What 
is more, in certain companies located in the rich eurozone heartland, the most shock-
ing and shameful social practices are to be found. Romanian and Bulgarian workers 

one such case was the subject of a complaint against Germany lodged by the Belgian 
government with the European Commission). European competitiveness is accord-
ingly being sought henceforth less in innovation, research and development (ETUC 

-
ket, lowering of collective standards, deregulation of social protection systems, and 
weakening of trade unions and social institutions. All of this constitutes an operation, 
unprecedented in the history of the EU, designed to undermine workers and the or-
ganisations that represent them.

In the countries subject to ‘adjustment programmes’ the internal devaluation poli-
-

ports. The reason that this constitutes a wager is that the domestic conditions for such a 
relaunch are not always present. To date, the main result of these policies is the collapse 
of domestic demand which still has not been able, four years later, to offset the weak and 

perseverance, be won in the long term. But it would, in this case, be nothing but a Pyrrhic 

such a policy indeed reveals a divorce between the elites, who are convinced that priority 

Frankfurt-Brussels consensus seems perfectly blind to any consideration of the demo-
cratic and social sustainability of the recipes it is advocating and enforcing.

on the social categories to which they belong. At the level of the labour market, three 
broad categories have been the most harshly affected, namely, youth, migrants, and the 

rates, in accordance with the Lisbon Strategy targets. This trend was attributable, in 
particular, to the increase in non-standard forms of employment, including part-time 

-

‘The divergence that appears 

the most clearly, however, is that 

between the heart of the eurozone 

and this periphery, consisting of the 

countries of southern and eastern 

Europe, that is described by some 

observers as becoming increasingly 

“Chinese”.‘

‘The Frankfurt-Brussels consensus 

seems perfectly blind to any 

consideration of the democratic 

and social sustainability of the 

recipes it is advocating and 

enforcing.‘
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to a gradual reduction in long-term unemployment and youth unemployment.

particular, a situation that was even worse than before. The year 2008 marked the 
beginning of a period of strong growth in unemployment, but also in inequality. At 

-

a job, it is, more often than not, temporary. Among non-European migrant workers, 

-

that will be faced in the coming years by European governments in dealing with this 
problem. In this respect too, needless to say, the paths observed in different countries 
and groups of countries are highly divergent.

There has been a strong increase in involuntary part-time work since 2008 in 

-
embourg, Austria, Belgium, Germany and France it remained stable or, in some cases, 
fell. It is better, similarly, to be a female job-seeker in Lithuania, Finland, Sweden or 
Denmark than in Malta, Italy or Greece where the difference between the male and the 
female employment rates is as high as 20%.

Of course, say the European institutions, Europe will, in due course, reach the 
end of this recessionary stage in its economic cycle and will, thanks to recovery, once 

same goes for the young people and the large numbers of emigrants – often skilled 
– who have decided to turn their backs on Europe and try their luck elsewhere (the 
Portuguese mainly in Brazil or Angola, the Greeks in the United States or Australia, 
the Irish in Canada, New Zealand or Australia, the Spanish in South America, Ger-

for all those low-skilled or elderly workers who have lost their jobs during one of the 

degree of callousness is accordingly required to take satisfaction from the idea that 
the economy will react with a time lag to the policy measures taken today (European 

up at some point in the future.
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‘A high degree of callousness 

is accordingly required to take 

satisfaction from the idea that 

the economy will react with a time 

lag to the policy measures taken 

today (European Council 2013), 

in full knowledge that the groups 

currently most affected by the fall-

out of the crisis would undoubtedly 

not be those to benefit should the 

economy indeed pick up at some 

point in the future.‘
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causing an increase in unemployment among migrants, the low-skilled, and women, 

educated or undergoing training, and a steep rise in the incidence of long-term unem-
ployment. All this will entail a high cost in terms, in particular, of policies to counter 

on retirement pension levels and an increase in social unrest. Meanwhile, the process 
whereby the new member states were slowly catching up and the Mediterranean coun-
tries converging with northern Europe has come to grief on the crisis, the immediate 

-

European labour and social lawyers, is a denunciation of the fact that fundamental 
social rights have, de facto, been used as an adjustment variable for macroeconomic 
imbalances, in particular in the eurozone periphery. The political leaders have adopted 

-

by circumventing the mechanisms for consultative participation with the social part-
ners, in particular the trade unions. This is a situation that leads the labour lawyers to 
the following conclusion:

‘The present European Commission, together with the Troika, is currently 
failing to respect the basic elements of the European Social Model and the 
spirit of the Philadelphia declaration. Accordingly, the social model is suf-
fering – in virtual silence – its complete deconstruction, and ultimately, 
perhaps, its destruction. If the European social model fails, how can the 

3. Divergence and structural reforms fuel 
social injustice

In a globalized world constructed in particular to facilitate the free movement of capi-
-

-
-

cause they have lacked the political courage to construct a transparent and equitable 

by rivalry to attract multinationals and investors and have, in so doing, taken the req-
uisite steps to tailor the situation to their demands. It does seem that some leaders are 

-
nationals operating on UK territory. Even in Switzerland, questions are being raised 

‘Meanwhile, the process whereby 

the new member states were slowly 

catching up and the Mediterranean 

countries converging with northern 

Europe has come to grief on the 

crisis, the immediate effects of 

which have been exacerbated by 

the adjustment programmes and 

austerity measures.‘

‘Because they have lacked the 

political courage to construct a 

transparent and equitable ‘tax 

Europe’, the European leaders have 

placed themselves in a situation 

characterized by rivalry to attract 

multinationals and investors 

and have, in so doing, taken 

the requisite steps to tailor the 

situation to their demands.‘
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In the face of this situation, meanwhile, the many instances of trade union mo-
bilisation, strikes, and social action, the movement of the Indignados, and the par-
ticularly tragic phenomenon constituted by the suicides of unemployed and socially 

European Union has forfeited the support of its citizens. Nor is this because its peoples 

possess the resilience to overcome periods of intense suffering and hardship. What 
is much harder to overcome, by contrast, is a sense of social injustice, in particular in 

-
ment.

Is it not perfectly evident that this feeling is today spreading through Europe like 

harshest measures are hitting the most vulnerable sectors of the population and that 
the political and economic elites are managing to remain outside the structures that 
organize solidarity, thereby undermining its effectiveness where it is brought into play. 
The feeling of injustice stems also from the apparent powerlessness of democracies to 

and for the captains of globalized industry who, in their own best interests, scrap local 
jobs and employment opportunities.

The recent debates, particularly in the United States, but also in Europe, con-
cerning the ‘richest one per cent’ of the population are evidence of the rise of this in-
tense feeling of injustice in western societies. The discussions aimed at limiting pay 

-

without creation of wealth, etc. These are just some of the subjects dealt with by the 
countless commissions of enquiry set up and parliamentary reports drafted to eluci-

addition to the current enquiry on the manipulation of LIBOR, see, among others, SIC 

withstand the rise of such a feeling of social injustice.

4. Social injustice exacerbates  
anti-European populism

The last sequence in this austerity-recession-divergence-social injustice chain devel-
opment is the way it translates into politics. Over the last two years of crisis general 

the outcome was an ousting of the previous government by the electorate whose votes 
brought an opposition party to power (Ireland, Portugal, Denmark, Spain, Slovenia, 
France, Lithuania, Malta). Yet in some cases the elections gave rise to the emergence of 
more worrying developments, whether in the form of historically low turnout rates, as 
in Cyprus (even though voting in that country is compulsory), in Poland or in Portugal, 

as in Finland, Greece, Latvia or Romania (see inter alia Bartlett et al.
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Discourse opposed to the European Union currently has the wind in its sails, 
whether in the countries subject to adjustment via ‘injunctions from Brussels’ or in the 

It is thus that the newly developing form of convergence may be said to be populism, a 
political trend that betrays growing criticism of ‘the others’ and recriminations against 

This last sequence of the chain represents an additional scourge in an increas-
ingly divergent Europe where the tensions between peoples are growing, and where 
the most highly skilled citizens and workers are tempted to seek their future elsewhere. 
This is a Europe that has witnessed, until now in silence, the development of different 

-

also the members belonging to the third category who are sitting out there in the euro 
waiting room and no longer have much say with regard to the current direction of Eu-
ropean integration. Not to mention those states which are making it more or less clear 
that they want nothing more to do with the EU.

The lost awareness of a shared destiny and the destruction of solidarity among 
peoples could well bring the European project to grief. This observation is the measure 
of the responsibility borne by the European institutions. Destruction requires much 
less time than construction. In the absence of a qualitative political leap, this project 
will lose the support of NGOs and trade unions. The ideal to which these social forces 
chose to adhere is that of a European Union set up to forge progress and growing equal-
ity by means of investment, solidarity, and sustainable development policies. Conver-
gence via the market was, on the other hand, what the architects of the euro believed in 

to unleash and continue to fuel this downward spiral of divergence.

The European Union must, as of now, set to work on re-establishing convergence 
by devising and introducing structural investment programmes designed to prepare 

strengthen the economic and industrial structures of the peripheral countries, so as to al-

structures more resilient to shocks and less dependent on direct foreign investment.

It must not be forgotten that one of the purposes of the EU is to promote economic, 

dismantle the social dimension of the European project and should remember that 

‘The Union and the member states, having in mind fundamental social 
rights such as those set out in the European Social Charter signed at Turin 

-
tal Social Rights of Workers, shall have as their objectives the promotion 
of employment, improved living and working conditions, so as to make 
possible their harmonisation while the improvement is being maintained, 
proper social protection, dialogue between management and labour, the 
development of human resources with a view to lasting high employment 

Active adherence to these objectives is the price of the continuing support of citi-
zens and workers for the European project.

‘It is thus that the newly 

developing form of convergence 

may be said to be populism, a 

political trend that betrays growing 

criticism of “the others” and 

recriminations against “outsiders”.‘

‘In the absence of a qualitative 

political leap, this project will  

lose the support of NGOs and  

trade unions.‘




